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About This Software

Dating Lessons developed by Cerevrum Inc. is the very first VR course on dating which will give a man the skill set to build a
dating life he wishes for.

Men are expected to be always strong, confident and charming. But it is not easy at all! How to approach a woman? What to say
to be interesting and charming? With the help of Magic Leone, a professional coach with 10+ years of experience teaching

dating skills, every man will overcome his low-esteem and shyness.

11 lectures and 7 practical interactive sessions will give men tools to enhance their power of attraction and develop behavior
patterns to handle stress and excessive worrying.

Don't miss a chance to have an unforgettable VR experience. Following these simple hacks and cheat codes can change your
dating life forever.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

Immersive beautiful scenery - 3 panoramic environments and 6 unique locations filmed in Miami, FL including beach,
bars, restaurants, park, streets

Comprehensive program - 11 short lectures
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Platform to practice and improve - 7 interactive sessions

Instant feedback on user performance

Easy to navigate, intuitive controls and information pop-ups

Full confidentiality
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Title: Dating Lessons
Genre: Education
Developer:
Cerevrum Inc.
Publisher:
Cerevrum Inc.
Release Date: 12 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 2500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 660

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Not recommended.
Pay attention to the fact the game states it only offers 11 lessons and 7 practice sessions. The 'theory lessons' are glorified
youtube videos, incredibly boring, and occasionally unintelligible from the audio bugging out. If you're desperate to hear "Magic
Leone"'s lessons then go to his actual youtube channel.

But, you might be thinking, surely the practice sessions give this game a good reason to be in VR? Not so. Half of them don't
even have an element of interactivity. The lesson on self-deprecating humour, for example, prompts you to make a joke at a
hologram girl. It doesn't matter if you say nothing at all, insult her- whatever you want, the game isn't taking any input, and the
girl will laugh at your hilarious joke as soon as you indicate that you are finished.
The practices that do have interactivity are hardly any better, and verge on creepy. Anyone can see through these half-baked
'scenarios' and I fail to see how such obvious hollowness lets anyone build self-confidence.

To be clear, I bought this game as a joke intending to laugh at some terrible r\/theredpill mentality, but I was disappointed even
in that as the game has next to no content, no care for quality, and certainly nothing of value to teach. Fortunately it took less
than two hours to arrive at that conclusion, so I'll be refunding the game and sincerely hope that Cerevrum follow other avenues
in future.
Please, please, even if you subscribe to pick-up artist techniques, don't waste your money here.. Guys just bought and istalled
the datig lessons. I am using the oculus rift and I have set it up everythng as per instruction. Oculus rift is working fine with
other programms. However, with Dating Lessons I get the"Unknown error, code 10002". PLease advice, as I can not use your
program so far.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t... Gets you "Error 100002" message and stops working...
Need to re-boot after that.... This game absolutely changed my dating life and brought it to a whole new level.

Prior to purchasing this title, I was a basement dwelling virgin with a facination for my pet spiders that I kept next to my bed. I
was also addicted to spending hours on horsehub.com, because I frankly was unable to talk to women.

After spending an hour with this game, I felt a surge of confidence rush through me. That same night, after showering and and
throwing on some fresh new clothes, I went out to the local bar. This is when I met Janelle.

I found Janelle sitting by herself at the bar. I approached her and touched her hair and said, "Hi, my name is Mike." That's when
I proceeded to explain to her how I wanted her to ride on my yacht. That same night, I brought her to my mother's house and
had her bang the crap out of me. That's right, it turns out she was actually a dude, and I was actually fine with that.

Thank you Magic for helping me come out of the closet.. 4 out 5 from me. I loved the girl in the app. Hot! I\u2019ve spent
about an hour straight away navigating around. And overall tips are something I want to try out. They make sense. Even thought
the experience wasn\u2019t very personalized. The girl thought I was awesome even when I talked BS to her.. Made a video for
this "Game\/Experience" so that you don't have to buy it.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QJXD6jHhsEI

Stay Rad Everybody!
\/RadiCarl
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